Evaluation of off-axis projection geometry in dental panoramic radiography.
New electronic imaging capabilities afforded by the use of linear charged-couple device arrays allow acquisition of three-dimensional information through simultaneous recordings from multiple sensors situated at different fixed angles. In theory, the resulting data can be processed to yield images tailored to specific diagnostic tasks that can be produced and manipulated on demand after exposure. The first step to determine the practical potential of such a system in panoramic radiography is to demonstrate the degree to which specific changes in projection geometry can be used to improve performance of selected diagnostic tasks of clinical interest in dentistry. Hence, the purpose of this investigation was to explore the potential to reduce proximal overlap that exist in current panoramic radiographs and also to displace the blurred image of the spine from areas of diagnostic interest through the use of off-axis projection geometry of the slit beam of radiation. As the off-axis angulation increased, more embrasures in the different areas of the dental arches of skull specimens were opened; the effects of beam angulation in the number of open embrasures was statistically significant (ANOVA, p < 0.05). A hypothetical multibeam system significantly improved the projection geometry toward the creation of images that contain little, if any, proximal overlap when compared with the conventional bilaterally symmetrical projection geometry system (t test, p < 0.001). At 6 degrees off-axis projection angle, the system was able to clear completely the anterior area from the superimposing shadow of the spinal column. The results show that multibeam alternatives to the single beam projection can significantly improve diagnostic quality in panoramic radiographs.